
bernù ice US patent in partnership with Joel Berman Glass Studios
designer davide tonizzo public and modular

Model No.

BI2SR
w49"  d28.5"  h33"  sh17" two seat unit, resin seat and back shipping  115 lbs. 

BI3SR
w72"  d28.5"  h33"  sh17" three seat unit, resin seat and back shipping  170 lbs. 

BI4SR
w95"  d28.5"  h33"  sh17" four seat unit, resin seat and back shipping  225 lbs. 

BI5SR
w118"  d28.5"  h33"  sh17" five seat unit, resin seat and back shipping  280 lbs. 

BI4INSR
w105"  d32.5"  h33"  sh17" Inside curve four seat unit, resin seat and back, inc. wedge table shipping  225 lbs. 

BI5UTSR
w119.5"  d33"  h33"  sh17" Outside curve five seat unit, resin seat and back shipping  290 lbs. 

Laminate

Solid Surface

BERNTABLE
w24.5"  d19"  h"17 21" table (see note below) shipping  12 lbs. 

shipping specifications Bernù Ice is shipped for local assembly. Every 12 seats occupy an estimated 50 cu.ft. of shipping space. 

A minimum order will occupy an estimated 20 cu.ft. Please contact factory for specific shipping 

specifications. Weight is as shown above.

assembly Average assembly time is 1 hour for 2 people to assemble a 4 seat unit.

construction glide When specifying 21" tables: to order specify

Legs, Supports, Arms & End Caps   - Adjustable   - See specifications on page 11    - Product name

  - Die cast aluminum   - units may be fixed to floor options    - Model number

Beam   - Anti-slide glide for hard floors    - Fabric 

  - Anodized beam finish        - Set of 4    - Table top finish as

Seat and Back Aluminum        - Set of 6      appropriate

  - Ergonomically contoured 1/2"   - Satin with bright polished accents   - BA4INSM solid surface wedge table    - Layout

    resin cast. tables

  - Standard finishes, surface frost   - Standard Arconas solid surface

    and clear Valencia organic green   - Standard Arconas laminates with

    textured resin.     vinyl edge

  - Custom colours available,

    minimum quantity 100 seats.
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bernù  series US Patent

designer davide tonizzo public and modular

Model No.

BERNCARMU
w2"  d14.5"  ah12" cantilever arm, urethane arm pad shipping 4 lbs.

BERNARM
w2"  d14.5"  ah12" loop arm shipping  6 lbs. 

set of two

BERNBTOB
adds 6" width to two single rows back to back connector shipping  16 lbs. 

IN LINE CONNECTOR
in-line connector shipping  10 lbs. 

shipping specifications Bernù series is shipped for local assembly. Every 12 seats occupy an estimated 60 cu.ft. of shipping space. 

A minimum order will occupy an estimated 20 cu.ft. Please contact factory for specific shipping 

specifications. Weight is as shown above.

assembly Average assembly time is 1 hour for 2 people to assemble a 4 seat unit.

construction glide options to order specify

Legs, Supports, Arms & End Caps   - Adjustable   - Embroidery of company logos,    - Product name

  - Die cast aluminum   - units may be fixed to floor     handicap symbol, etc. Call for pricing.    - Model number

Beam   - Anti-slide glide for hard floors    - Fabric 

  - Anodized aluminum finish        - Set of 4    - Table top finish as

Seat and Back Aluminum        - Set of 6      appropriate

  - Ergonomically contoured steel   - Satin with bright polished accents    - Layout

    pan with foam pad. Molded Plywood Seatback

  - Maple
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